
Steel is the most used metallic material. It is extremely robust and
resists even heavy loads. LORO ist using this material since many
decades for drainage of buildings, ships and industries. This offers
a very high level of security for every project.

LORO-X Drains and Pipes are build of galvanized steel. With inside coa-
ting against aggressive chemical fluids and against domestic wastewa-
ter. With the UV-resistance LORO-X Roof drainage Systems can be
used for flat roof outside drainage and inside drainage the same way.
So for the drainage of balconies and roofs LORO-X is the best choice.
Even for pitched roofs LORO-X standpipes are commonly used against
vandalism and damage because of accidents. 
– Steel does not break! -

Steel can be deformed! You can bend, deep-draw, drill, saw and weld
it!  With these different possibilities to deform steel, LORO-X products
are predestinated for individual solutions. This is not possible with cast-
iron or plastic products which need a special form for every new pro-
duct.

LORO-X ...long life and of stable value

LORO-X ...multiple and individual cases of application
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LORO-X ...Drainage Systems for every purpose

Mainly used for Roof drainage Systems and balcony drainage, LORO-X steel
pipes are also used in the shipbuilding industry where it can be used for pres-
sure pipes up to 16bar as well. With the special LORO-XVAC sealing element
LORO-X steep pipes can be used as vacuum pipes.

he LORO-X push-fit socket which is sold over many million times, gives the buil-
der, planners, roofers and installer key benefits: no screwing, gluing, soldering
or welding! Simply push the pipes together with the LORO-X push-fit socket in
very short time and be prepared for up to 0,5bar (with the new pressure clamp
up to 16bar)!

Steel does not burn! LORO-X Steelpipes are the solution for high fire safety.
Certificated after DIN 4102 building material class A1 and DIN 1986 part 4 cate-
gorized as not burnable. LORO-X Drains and Pipes together are the best way
to guarantee fire safety.

LORO-X ...a part of the architecture

LORO-X ...good for the environment

Modern architecture is increasingly dominated by steel, glas and concrete ele-
ments. LORO-X steel pipes and drains can be perfectly integrated into this com-
position. Even installed in long distances LORO-X steel pipes are the best cho-
ice because the expansion coefficient from steel is nearly the same as concre-
te. Because of the non-sensitiveness against heat and frost, they are ideal for
outside drainage like LORO-X Attica-Roof drainage (parapet drainage)

Steel is a natural material that is generated out of iron oxide. Steel can be recy-
cled very often without losing its benefits as a material. So it saves resources of
our environment.

LORO-X ...fast installation with LORO-X push-fit socket

LORO-X ...best fire safety in the system


